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testemunhas fáticas e técnicas, concluindo com 
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ência e dicas sobre a elaboração de perguntas.
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examination in common law and in international 
arbitration. In turn, he examines the guiding 
principles of cross-examination in international 
arbitration, techniques for cross-examining fact 
and expert witnesses; he concludes by setting out 
a check list on the preparation for the hearings 
and hints on preparing lines of questions.
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1. iNtroduCtioN

I have chosen preparation1 for my topic precisely because the majority of 
discussion of cross-examination centres on the oral execution of cross-exami-
nation, rather than the reflective stage of preparation.

The preparation for cross-examination is overlooked particularly by the lit-
erature on cross-examination in common law jurisdictions. The execution of 
cross-examination can be decisive and dramatic, and this sense of drama has 
spawned a literature that is often more laudatory than instructive. This litera-
ture concentrates on the execution of cross-examination-what you do on your 
feet in the hearing room-and overlooks the enormous importance of what is 
done beforehand in your office.2 

2. CommoN LaW Cross-examiNatioN

Cross-examination is a quintessentially common law concept, although 
oral witness examination is also a feature of civil law procedure. Cross-exam-
ination in international commercial arbitration differs in significant respects 
from cross-examination as practised in common law jurisdictions. I wish to 
begin by drawing attention to three distinctive features of the context in which 
common law cross-examination developed:

a) The Tribunal: much common law literature about cross-examination 
relates to jury advocacy. Jurors are not professionals, and are of indifferent 
intellectual quality. The jury encourages a brutal simplicity and sometimes 
straight abuse from advocates (see Loewen)3. Jury advocacy, and particularly 

 1. Presentation to the Chartered Institute Young Members Group and ICDR Young & 
International. Madrid: April 19, 2012.

 2. The most well-known book glorifying cross-examination is francis l. wellMan. The 
art of cross-examination. 4th edition. Collier Macmillan Publishers, 1936. For a per-
ceptive critique of this style of cross-examination literature see IrVin c. rutter. A ju-
risprudence of lawyers’ operations. 13 J. Legal Educ. 30-401 (1960-1961). The popular 
fascination with cross-examination has a long history: see daVid j.a. cairns. Advocacy 
and the making of the adversarial criminal trial 1800-1865. Oxford University Press, 
1998. At 8, 33-35.

 3. Loewen Group, Inc. v. United States. ICSID Case No. ARB (AF)/98/3. 42 ILM 811 
(2003). The Arbitral Tribunal found that the jury trial that was the subject of alle-
gations in this arbitration “was influenced by persistent appeals to local favouritism 
as against a foreign litigant” (paragraph 136). The expression of prejudice against a 
foreign corporation in cross-examination is referred to in paragraph 59. The distin-
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cross-examination, is in no way a model for advocacy in international com-
mercial arbitration;

b) Importance of orality: common law cross-examination often occurs in a 
procedure where orality is the norm. This has produced practices that are tedi-
ous or pedantic in the international arbitration context;

c) Complex rules of evidence: the orality, the practice of cross-examination as 
to credibility of the witness, and the possibilities of abusive cross-examination 
before juries have created a web of rules of evidence affecting cross-examination.

This context can be contrasted with the context of cross examination in 
modern international arbitration.

3. CoNtext oF Cross-examiNatioN iN iNterNatioNaL arbitratioN

Significant features4 of modern international arbitration include:

a) Specialist tribunals: cross-examination in international arbitration occurs 
a tribunal composed of legal experts that are also often chosen for their sub-
ject matter expertise. They are highly qualified, experienced, and normally 
very well prepared. The tribunal will not be deceived by rhetorical effect in 
cross-examination, and do not need the protection of elaborate rules of cross-
examination;

b) Written procedure: international arbitration is primarily a written proce-
dure. Cross-examination follows the elaborate written presentation of the case. 
This written presentation normally includes a written statement by the witness 
of the content of their evidence. There is normally substantial contemporary 
documentation to verify or cast doubt on the witness statement;

c) Professional and executive-level witnesses: witnesses in international arbi-
tration tend to be professionals or executive level individuals discussing busi-
ness relationships. They have provided written witness statements. They were 

guished Nafta Tribunal found that the trial and verdict “were clearly improper and 
discreditable and cannot be squared with mimimum standards of international law 
and fair and equitable treatment” (paragraph 137).

 4. There is now a useful book dedicated exclusively to cross-examination in internatio-
nal arbitration: see lawrence w. newMan & Ben h. shePPard jr. eds. Take the witness: 
cross-examination in international arbitration. Juris, 2010. Cross-examination in inter-
national arbitration is also discussed in various chapters of r. doaK BishoP edward 
G. Kehoe (eds.) The art of advocacy in international arbitration. 2nd edition. JurisNet 
LLC, 2010. 
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probably involved in negotiations or events that were the subject of contem-
porary documentation such as minutes. There is greater predictability in their 
testimony than in some other evidential contexts;

d) Evidentiary discretion: the professional integrity and skill of the arbitral 
tribunal and the advocates, the sophistication of many witnesses, and the free 
evaluation of evidence by the tribunal dispenses almost entirely with the need 
for rule-based control of cross-examination. Attempts to introduce common 
law rules of cross-examination in international arbitration should be resisted.

In other words, although we are dealing with a common law concept, cross-
examination in international arbitration is quite different from the common 
law model.5 International commercial arbitration provides an opportunity to prac-
tise a highly focussed and sophisticated style of cross-examination. Sophisticated 
in content, not necessarily in form. The context, and the usual time constraints 
in arbitration, encourages a merits-based approach to cross-examination. Cred-
ibility (except in relation to experts) has a much reduced role.

Success in cross-examination depends on thorough preparation. This does 
not mean execution is unimportant. Quite the contrary. Cross-examination 
should be both well-prepared and well-executed in international arbitration. 
However, the success of cross-examination depends more on the work before-
hand in your office than on what you do in the hearing room. However, care-
less execution can carry even a well prepared cross-examination to disaster.

4. GuidiNG priNCipLes oF Cross-examiNatioN iN iNterNatioNaL 
arbitratioN

a) Unity of case presentation: cross-examination does not occur in isolation. 
Its power lies in confirming your client’s case (as presented in submissions and 
documentary evidence) and in providing a basis for the closing submissions. 
In order to cross-examine successfully you need to know what arguments you 
wish to make in your closing submissions. The closing arguments are the pole 
star of cross-examination;

b) Accumulate points: cross-examination is a cumulative exercise: it suc-
ceeds through the accumulation of points whose significance might only be 

 5. So different in fact that there is an argument that the term “cross-examination” is so 
steeped in the history and assumptions of the common law that it is best avoided in 
international arbitration in favor of a neutral concept of witness questioning: see Ber-
nardo M. creMades & daVid ja cairns. Cross-examination in international arbitration: 
is it worthwhile? In: lawrence w. newMan & Ben h. shePPard jr. Op. cit., p. 223-242.
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fully revealed in closing submissions. You win a cross-examination on points, 
not by a knock-out;

c) Cross-examination is dangerous: cross-examination has the potential to 
greatly damage your own case. Therefore the less, the better;

d) Counsel control: counsel must keep control of cross-examination and the 
witness at all times;

e) Preparation: cross-examination must be well-prepared. The themes for 
cross-examination of a particular witness must be carefully chosen, and the 
objective of cross-examination on each theme identified;

f) The audience is the tribunal: the audience for cross-examination is the 
tribunal and the tribunal alone.

5. the distiNCtioN betWeeN ruLes aNd teChNiques oF WitNess 
questioNiNG

There is an important distinction between rules of evidence applying to 
witness questioning and the techniques of good questioning. This distinction 
is much clearer in international arbitration than in common law jurisdictions.6

The rules of evidence applying to the examination of witnesses may be the 
rules of the seat, rules specifically agreed, or international rules such as the 
IBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence in International Arbitration. Art. 8(2) of the 
IBA Rules, for example, propose a miminal normative framework for witness 
questioning:

“2. The Arbitral Tribunal shall at all times have complete control over the 
Evidentiary Hearing. The Arbitral Tribunal may limit or exclude any ques-
tion to, answer by or appearance of a witness, if it considers such question, 
answer or appearance to be irrelevant, immaterial, unreasonably burdensome, 
duplicative or otherwise covered by a reason for objection set forth in Article 
9.2. Questions to a witness during direct and re-direct testimony may not be 
unreasonably leading.”

Rules are about what is permitted in cross-examination. Techniques are 
about the most effective ways to cross-examine.

These techniques must respect the rules of evidence but also serve a more 
general purpose of developing the questioning of a witness in a logical, readily 

 6. This distinction is developed in Bernardo M. creMades & daVid ja cairns. Op. cit. In: 
lawrence w. newMan & Ben h. shePPard jr. Op. cit., p. 223-242.
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comprehensible and ultimately persuasive manner in the case of direct exami-
nation, and to reveal error, uncertainty or falsity in cross-examination.

The techniques of good questioning are usually acquired through experi-
ence and form part of the skill-set of an individual lawyer.

6. What are the teChNiques oF Good Cross-examiNatioN?
The techniques of cross-examination more properly belong to the execution 

of cross-examination, which is not my topic today. However, some techniques 
guide preparation as well as execution and so need to be addressed here.

The classic statement of the basic techniques of good cross-examination is 
the ‘Ten Commandments of Cross-Examination’ of Professor Irving Younger in 
The Art of Cross-Examination.7 Younger instructs advocates to:

a) Be brief: “Be brief, short and succinct. Why? Reason number one: chanc-
es are, you are screwing up. The shorter the time you spend on your feet, the 
less you will screw up.”8

b) Use plain words: short questions and plain words;

c) Use only leading questions;

d) Be prepared: nothing that occurs at trial should come as a surprise. “On 
cross-examination, you should never ask a question to which you do not alre-
ady know the answer”.9

e) Listen;

f) Do not quarrel: cross-examination is not an argument. You never quarrel 
with a witness;

g) Avoid repetition;

h) Disallow witness explanation;

 7. American Bar Association. The Section of Litigation Monograph Series, n. 1, 1975. 
This entertaining and influential article specifically addresses “destructive cross-exa-
mination” (page 1). The opening section on Modes of Impeachment, based on the te-
chnicalities of challenging credibility, appears strange to the international arbitration 
practitioner and shows how technical common law cross-examination rules can be. 
For another entertaining list of ten cross-examination techniques see iain Morley The 
devil’s advocate: a short polemic on how to be seriously good in court. Sweet & Maxwell, 
2007. P. 171 (“The ten totally tremendous rules of cross-examination”).

 8. irVinG younGer. The art of cross-examination. American Bar Association. The section 
of litigation monograph series, n. 1, 1975. p. 21.

 9. Idem, p. 23.
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i) Limit questioning;

j) Save for summation (i.e. closing submissions).

You may break these rules, but when you do so you should do so conscious-
ly and know why you are doing so.

I will comment on the significance of certain of these techniques at the 
preparatory stage of cross-examination at a later point.

7. objeCtiVes: What are you tryiNG to aChieVe iN Cross-examiNiNG a 
WitNess?

The advocate must start with a clear idea of the ways that cross-examina-
tion may advance their client’s case in international arbitration:

a) To reiterate strengths: the other party’s witnesses often do not mention 
things favourable to our case. To balance their evidence and reiterate our case 
it is useful that they confirm features of our client’s case or of the evidence of 
the witnesses of our client. This might involve, for example, using cross-exam-
ination to take a witness through documents significant to our client’s position 
to emphasise their importance to the tribunal. This form of cross-examination 
can be useful and at the same time is relatively safe. It must however be well 
directed, and not merely occupy time addressing matters not really in dispute;

A variant of this objective is where cross-examination is directed to secure 
admissions from the witness of specific facts that have not been addressed in 
their statement but which cannot be credibly denied;

b) To correct errors, inconsistencies, or omissions: a stronger form of cross-
examination identifies and confronts the witness with errors, inconsistencies 
or omissions in the other party’s case, or the evidence of the witness (including 
leading the witness into contradiction);

c) To undermine the credibility of the witness: to call the witness’ credibility 
into question: e.g. drawing attention to prior inconsistent statements or ac-
tions, statements made without knowledge or justification, non-disclosure by 
an expert of possible links with a party etc. It is often said that international 
arbitrators, particularly from civil law jurisdictions, are uncomfortable with 
cross-examination as to credibility, but credibility is often an indirect but sig-
nificant element in the cross-examination of experts;

d) To generate doubt: sometimes you cannot obtain admissions, or identify 
errors or admissions, or impeach credibility but you can exploit a poorly pre-
pared witness statement to generate a sense of unease regarding the reliability 
of the evidence.
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8. FaLse objeCtiVes: Why you are Not Cross-examiNiNG (What to 
aVoid) 

It is also important for the advocate to know what not to aim for in their 
cross-examination:

a) To discover new facts or expert opinions (or to explore what the witness 
might know). Cross-examination “is not the time to find out what the case is 
about. If you do not know the answer, you must never ask the question on 
cross-examination”;10

b) To convince the witness of anything: you demonstrate that a witness is 
confused or mistaken. You do not reason with them. You certainly never argue 
with them;

c) To allow the witness explain their evidence (and worse still to ‘help’ counsel 
understand it);

d) To humiliate a witness: the destruction of a witness’ testimony or cred-
ibility may be the effect of a successful cross-examination, but a cross-exami-
nation is never a personal attack;

e) To perform: cross-examination is not performance art. The lawyers should 
do their job and not display their cleverness.

9. CheCK-List For Cross-examiNatioN preparatioN

So you have a witness statement in front of you. How do you prepare your 
cross-examination? Following Professor Younger’s lead, I offer my ten point 
check-list for cross-examination preparation:

a) Study what the witness says: exactly what does the witness say that is 
potentially damaging to our case? Ensure you understand what the witness 
is stating, including any qualifications or reservations. Identify and examine 
carefully what you would expect this witness to know or say, but which has 
not been mentioned.

b) Investigate who the witness is: what do you know about the witness as a 
person? What position or responsibilities did they hold? What was their role 
in the events surrounding the arbitration? What type of person are they? Some 
of this information is available from the documentary evidence, and further 
information is likely to be available on the web. Your own client can probably 
contribute a great deal.

 10. Idem, ibidem.
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c) Identify evidence to undermine the evidence of the witness: this requires 
knowledge and usually review of the entire factual record. How can you dem-
onstrate the witness’ evidence to be wrong, or exaggerated, or out-of-context? 
On what points is their a conflict between the statement of this witness and the 
evidence of other witnesses in the arbitration? What documents, reports or other 
witness statements can we use to contradict or correct this witness? If you do 
not have an evidentiary basis to contradict or correct a witness on an important 
point then you may have a problem. The opposing witness might be right.

d) Always remember unity of case presentation: after studying what the wit-
ness says, who they are and whether their evidence can be clarified or contra-
dicted, you must ask ‘is cross-examination of this witness necessary?’ What 
does this witness say that is damaging to our case? If the witness’s evidence is 
irrelevant, don’t make it relevant by calling the witness for cross-examination.

e) Identify themes for cross-examination: if a fact or opinion is significant and 
it can be undermined, or it is significant and has been omitted, then you have 
identified a potential theme for cross-examination.

f) Identify the objectives of cross-examination on individual themes: what is 
the objective you want to achieve from cross-examination on this theme? Are 
there specific omission or errors you wish to correct? Explicitly addressing the 
objectives of cross-examination on individual themes enables you to prioritise 
them (which is important for purposes of structure and where there are time 
restrictions);

g) Prepare lines of questioning on each theme: then you prepare the lines of 
questioning on each theme so as to reach your objective. I write my questions 
in full so as to break them down, identify my own assumptions, and think 
through the possible answers of the witness;

h) Review, reflect, and practise: review your themes and questions with the 
client, or with your own expert;

i) Structure your themes: cross-examination should start and finish strongly, 
and have a logical order;

j) Be in caution bold: listen to your doubts. Remember the potential to screw 
up. Too little cross-examination might appear wise discretion. Too much inevi-
tably weakens your good points.

This process must be supported by careful organisation, cross-referencing 
of the questions to the witness statements or the evidence, collation of the nec-
essary exhibits or other documents needed during the cross-examination etc.

I want now to elaborate briefly on the preparation of the lines of question-
ing. How the cross-examination will be executed is at the forefront of the ad-
vocate’s mind at this stage of their preparation.
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10. prepariNG LiNes oF questioNs (i): asKiNG oNe questioN at a time

This is the most basic technique of cross-examination, and witness ques-
tioning generally.

Cross-examination often involves complicated facts or concepts. The ques-
tions must break the complications down into a series of simple propositions.

For example, consider an arbitration involving the late delivery of goods. 
Your client’s position was that in the course of a telephone discussion on April 
19, 2012 he had mentioned to Mr. X of the other party that the goods were go-
ing to be two weeks late, and Mr. X had not objected. Further when the goods 
were delivered two weeks later receipt was acknowledged in writing without 
any reference to the failure to meet the contractual delivery date. None of this 
was mentioned by Mr. X in his witness statement. It is all confirmed in your 
client’s witness statement, and in Mr. X’s letter of May 3, 2012 acknowledging 
receipt of the goods.

Regretfully you sometimes see this quantity of information put to a witness 
in a single question. The questioning is much more effective as a series of short 
propositions. For example, these facts would be put to Mr. X as follows:

“My client telephoned you on April 19, 2012?”

“He wanted to discuss this contract?”

“Specifically he raised the question of the delivery date for the goods?”

“He said the goods would not arrive until two weeks after the contractual 
delivery date?”

“The goods did in fact arrive two weeks after the contractual delivery date?”

“In that telephone conversation you accepted that the goods would arrive 
late without comment?”

“The goods in fact arrived on May 3?”

“You acknowledged the goods in a letter of May 3?”

“There is no mention in this letter that the goods had been delivered late?”

Mastery of this technique is not simply about avoiding confusion or making 
the best use of your time. Long questions provoke lengthy answers. They invite 
explanation. They pass control from the advocate to the witness.

11. prepariNG LiNes oF questioNs (ii): aVoidiNG WitNess expLaNatioN

The problem with witness explanation is that you do not know what the 
witness is going to say. In other words, counsel is no longer in control.
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Witness explanation also gives the witness an opportunity to repeat signifi-
cant elements of their evidence. The repetition will mean the evidence is more 
firmly planted in the tribunal’s consciousness.

Explanation also allows a witness to correct errors or inconsistencies, and 
so undo point achieved earlier in the cross-examination.

Genuinely (not ironically) asking an opposing witness for explanation bor-
ders on professional negligence. Is the other party likely to have called a wit-
ness or expert who will exercise the freedom to address the tribunal to your 
client’s benefit?

How do you minimize the risk of witness explanation? There are various 
techniques, including pace, rhythm and tone of the cross-examination. The 
most important technique is the use of leading questions.

12. prepariNG LiNes oF questioNs (iii): LeadiNG questioNs

Leading questions keep the witness under control. The cardinal sin of 
cross-examination is failing to use leading questions. 

A leading question is a question that suggests the answer. You want the 
opposing witness to answer yes or no to as many questions as possible. “The 
whole idea of cross-examination is that you take the witness by the collar 
and make him go where you want him to go. You put words in his mouth. 
You make him say what you want him to say. The way you do it is by leading 
questions”.11

The model for cross-examination is therefore a sequence of short leading 
questions.

13. prepariNG LiNes oF questioNs (iV): draW CoNCLusioNs iN CLosiNG 
submissioNs

There is a great temptation to try to achieve too much in in cross-examina-
tion. In particular a good line of questions seems incomplete without a clear 
admission by the witness or express recognition by the witness of what they 
have implicitly conceded.

“So you accept that what you state in paragraph 15 of your statement is 
contrary to your letter of X date.”

Or worse still: “so that paragraph 15 of your statement is simply wrong?”

 11. irVinG younGer. Op. cit., p. 23.
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Firstly, trust the tribunal. If they have followed the cross-examination they 
would have noted the contradiction. Secondly, remember unity of case presen-
tation. This type of conclusion belongs in your closing submissions. It will be 
just as powerful there. And the witness cannot back-track, explain or apologise 
for the contradictions.

14. preparatioN For the Cross-examiNatioN oF experts

The procedure for the preparation of the cross-examination of an expert is 
a specialised application of the same ideas.12

Understanding what an expert witness is saying can require considerable 
preparation, including the study of specialised technical material and working 
with your client and your own experts.

Understanding who the witness is more important than ever. Does the ex-
pert witness genuinely have the expertise to give evidence on this particular 
question? Cross-examination of an expert on the relevance of their expertise 
is very common. You must search the witness’s past experience for possible 
grounds to contradict their evidence in this case.

An expert should be independent of the parties. Counsel should therefore 
investigate past relationships between the expert and the party appointing 
them.

The reasoning and particularly the assumptions made by an expert in pre-
paring their report must be carefully studied. Are these assumptions justified 
by the evidence? Who provided the data? Is the data independent and correct?

The expert might make assumptions that are unexpressed. This means that 
you must look for what the expert does not say, but assumes. Your themes for 
cross-examination of an expert are often what the expert assumes, or omits to 
say, or passes over quickly. The expert report must be read with the express 
purpose of identifying what is omitted or assumed. This normally requires 
working closely with your own expert.

It is particularly important in the cross-examination of an expert to break 
concepts down into the simplest ideas possible, and to ask one question at a 
time. The use of leading questions is particularly important with an expert to 
keep control.

 12. The questioning of experts in international arbitration, including the growing use of 
expert conferencing, is a topic in itself. There are four chapters dealing with different 
aspects of the cross-examination of experts in international arbitration in: lawrence 
w. newMan & Ben h. shePPard jr. Op. cit.
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15. CoNCLusioNs

When you stand up in the hearing room to execute your carefully pre-
pared cross-examination, things are unlikely to go as you planned. Witnesses 
are rarely easy. The other side will also be well prepared. New evidence may 
emerge at the hearing requiring instantaneous decisions from counsel. New 
lines of cross-examination might need to be improvised, but you should still 
try to prepare in a systematic way, even if it has to be compressed into a lunch 
break. The interruption of cross-examination by the tribunal to ask questions 
poses challenges by taking the control of the witness from counsel. It is not 
possible to ensure cross-examination is risk-free or goes according to plan, but 
thorough and systematic preparation will put counsel in the best position to 
succeed.

Preparation must be complemented by skilful execution. There is consider-
ably more discussion of this aspect of cross-examination in the literature.

Witness questioning in international arbitration is a powerful link between 
the case presented in writing before the hearing and your conclusions. It ena-
bles you to confirm the case presented in writing, weakens the other side’s 
case, and prepares the ground for powerful closing submissions.

A lot of mystique attaches to cross-examination. A lot of nonsense is said 
about it. It does not require brilliance and is not a “weapon”.

It requires a clear sense of objectives, preparation, mastery of various ques-
tioning techniques, and discipline in execution.
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